Update2
Featuring Visual Analytics

The latest version of Prophix’s
CPM software leverages BI tools
that allow you to easily see the
value in your data.
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Effortlessly explore and understand data of any
size
Uncover powerful insights with stunning
interactive charts and graphs
Accelerate the path to analysis
Quickly see data from various viewpoints and
perspectives
Enable many users to interact and adjust data
on-the-fly

Key features:
New Visual Analytics in Dashboard
Studio
The full array of chart types in Dashboard Studio
provide a visual display of data to quickly identify
exceptions, uncover insights and help make sense
of large amounts of data. With everyone getting
the exact dashboard and information needed,
solving business problems becomes front and
center.

Interactive Charts in a Dashboard
Access to details of summary data could not be
easier. With one click or one touch, key data is
revealed to advance the business and make the
right decisions promptly. Each chart is interactive
and provides access to information to answers
to the complex questions that move the business
forward.

Drag and Drop in Web Ad Hoc
Analysis
With drag and drop capabilities available via
Prophix Version 12 web client you have the ability
to see data quickly from a different viewpoint and
perspective. Within seconds, you can apply simple
transformations to numeric data to uncover insights
and focus on the important parts of the business.

Detailed Planning Schedules
accessed through the web
Access Detailed Planning Schedules via Prophix
Version 12 web client. Enable a broad base of
users to interact with and adjust data using detailed
planning schedules for personnel planning, capital
expenditure planning and fixed assets, project
planning, sales planning and much more.

Don’t forget these valuable
features – already available in
Prophix Version 12
Ease of Use
The web and mobile interface are intuitive and
easy to navigate on any mobile device. With less
screen clutter, clicks, and menus Prophix Version 12
provides an improved visual design, similar to what
you experience with your favorite consumer apps.

Dashboard Studio
The new Prophix Dashboard Studio provides
self-serve dashboards and visualizations that
directly integrate with Prophix data, workflow
tasks, announcements and external URLs and
databases. Innovative mashups to monitor key
business processes and performance metrics may
be created using data sourced from within Prophix
or externally. Always be informed and make better
business decisions with Dashboard Studio.

Interactive workflow
Workflow is more interactive, giving you a quick
overview of the tasks you are responsible for, either
as a primary owner, or something that you have to
approve. Workflow allows you to filter and show you
all the tasks that are in progress, past due or finished.
A user experience with a clean interface, showing
you relevant, important items right away.

New User Interface

Intuitive Document Explorer

A brand new user experience developed after
hundreds of hours of usability studies with everyday
users. Designed to make it even easier for end users
to complete key tasks in performance management
across the organization.

The new layout with large tiles and large icons
provides a very intuitive, user friendly design. If you
want to “favorite” something, you just tap it and
immediately it goes into your favorites for quick
reference. It gives you exactly what you need right
away, so you do not have to sift through data, and
reports. There is a share feature where you can
share items just like consumer applications.

Enhanced functionality in Ad
Hoc Analysis and Templates
New member layout for Ad Hoc Analysis and
Templates with easy search capabilities for quick
analysis and template creation. Show or hide line
item and comment indicators in Ad Hoc Analysis
and Templates for quick review and editing.
Developed directly based on user feedback, these
changes enable users to interrogate and navigate
across multidimensional data to get to exactly what
they need in fewer clicks.

Modern technology
To provide the best user experience, Prophix Version
12 is based on modern HTML5 web technologies
accessible from all major browsers (e.g. Chrome,
Firefox, Microsoft Edge, Internet Explorer, Safari).
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